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Abstract—As the energy consumption and the synchronous control precision of the large metal plate bending machine is undemanding currently, it employs load sensing and pressure compensation technique and constructs the AMESim model of synchronous control system in load sensing hydraulic bending machine, adopting PID to control it. The results of the simulating model show that synchronous control system of load sensing hydraulic bending machine can not only realize the synchronization of the asymmetrical piston system, but also improve the efficiency of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing use of hydraulic technology in engineering field, synchronous control becomes a top priority if the loading ability of large equipment increases, the arrangement or when one working component need to be driven by more conducting components [1]. However, the leaking of each loop, friction and loading discrepancy in the hydraulic system cause the synchronous error of multiple execution structure. Besides, the cost of energy consumption boosts continually, it is in great need of designing a hydraulic synchronous control system of energy saving.

II. THE DESIGN OF SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL SYSTEM IN LOAD SENSING HYDRAULIC BENDING MACHINE

The schematic diagram of synchronous control system in load sensing hydraulic bending machine shown in figure 1.

---


A. The Operating Principle of Loading Sensing Variable Pump

As shown in figure2, the loading sensing variable pump consists of load sensing valve, Constant pressure valve, variable cylinder sensitive cavity, variable cylinder spring cavity, adjustable restrictive valve. The distance of load sensing variable cylinder changes with the difference between the outlet pressure of oil pump and the loading pressure, then alters the pump swash-plate, outlet flow and pressure, which outputs the adaptive flow and pressure related to the load. The interaction of piston distance, system’s pressure and flow variation forms the process of negative feedback control [2].

---

B. The Principle of Dual-cylinder Synchronous Control LUDV System

As shown in figure 3. Take load pressure \( p_1 > p_2 \), then:

\[
\begin{align*}
 p_{\text{w1}} - p_1 &= p_{\text{t1}} \\
 p_{\text{w2}} - p_1 &= p_{\text{t2}}
\end{align*}
\]

If the set pressure of the two pressure compensation is equal, \( p_{\text{t1}} = p_{\text{t2}} \), then \( p_{\text{w1}} = p_{\text{w2}} \).

FIGURE II. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE LOADING SENSING VARIABLE PUMP

FIGURE III. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE LOADING SENSING VARIABLE PUMP
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Therefore, \( \Delta p_1 = \Delta p_2 = \Delta p \)

According to equation of throttle valve flow, the flow is:

\[
Q_{1,1} = C_1 A_1 \sqrt{\frac{2 \Delta p}{\rho}}
\]

\[
Q_{1,2} = C_2 A_2 \sqrt{\frac{2 \Delta p}{\rho}}
\]

In the equation, \( Q_{1,1}, Q_{1,2} \) the flow through throttle valve 1,2 (L/min);

\( C_1, C_2 \) — Flow constant;

\( A_1, A_2 \) — area of throttle valve 1,2 (\( m^2 \)).

III. MODELING OF SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL SYSTEM IN LOAD SENSING HYRAULIC BENDING MACHINE

AMESim means the advanced modeling environment for simulations of engineering systems. AMESim, an excellent software put forward by IMAGIN company in 1995, specializes in the modeling, simulation in hydraulic and mechanic system, and dynamics analysis. It contains the special technique of IMAGIN and provides interactive ability for industrial design [4].

A. AMESim Modeling and Simulation of Load Sensing Pump

Figure 4 is the specialty testing system model of load sensing pump, set model parameter, motor speed: 1500rev/min, the maximum opening of throttle valve: 6mm, the maximum pressure of proportional relief valve: 300bar, the maximum flow: 200mA, LS valve element’s quality: 0.01kg, valve element’s diameter: 6mm, spring stiffness: 24N/mm, valve element’s quality of constant pressure valve: 0.01kg, valve element’s diameter: 6mm, spring stiffness: 50N/mm, variable cylinder sensitive cavity: 24mm, variable cylinder spring cavity: 17mm, spring stiffness: 14N/mm.

In order to verify the static characteristic curve of the pump, it sets the opening of throttle valve to 6mm and turns the signal of proportional relief valve from 0 to 200mA, load pressure from 0 to 30MPa. The sampling time is 0.001s, running simulation time 0.5s, the static characteristic curve of the pump flow pressure is shown in figure 5. Figure 6 is the static characteristic curve of Rexroth A10VSO45DFR1 sample. The two are basically coincided with each other after comparison.
In order to verify the dynamic characteristic curve of the model, it needs to send a setting signal of 186mA to relief valve and a square signal to throttle signal, which then receives the dynamic characteristic simulating curve of flow control. Figure 8 is the dynamic characteristic simulating curve of Rexroth A10VSO45DFR1 sample flow control. When the load pressure is 280 bar, its positive step responsive time is 45ms, negative step responsive time 20ms, while the positive step responsive time of the sample is 50ms, negative step responsive time 25ms. The two are almost the same. In conclusion, the AMEsim modeling is basically right.

It keeps each component parameter of load sensing variable pump unchangeable to simulate figure 9, setting the differential pressure of pressure compensation valve as 10bar; simulation load quality as 700kg; sampling time as 0.01s, under running mode; running simulation time as 8s.

1) the changing curve of load pressure and the changing opening curve of proportional throttle valve is shown in figure 10 and figure 11. When simulating it reaches the changing curve of system’s pressure and flow, as you can see in figure 12 and figure 13. Figure 10: changing curve of the two input load pressure; Figure 11: changing curve of the two proportional throttle valve opening; Figure 12: changing curve of the system’s pressure; Figure 13: changing curve of the system’s flow.

As shown in figure 11, 12, 13, 14, the flow of the two loops is proportional to the opening of each proportional throttle valve, while the load has no effects on the flow of the two loops. The error between pump’s outlet pressure and the...
maximum pressure of the two loops is constant, which is about 1.8MPa.

2) when the system is in a state of saturation, it sets the motor’s speed as 1000rev/min, which achieves the changing curve of the two load pressure and the changing curve of proportional throttle valve as in figure 10 and figure 11. Then it simulates and reaches the changing curve of the system’s pressure and flow as in figure 14 and 15.

As shown in figure 14 and figure 15, when the system is in a state of saturation, it can keep \[ \Delta p = \Delta p_1 = \Delta p_2 \] and distribute flux proportionally to each loop according to the opening of throttle valve, rather than flow to the loop of low load.

IV. ANALYZING THE FACTORS AFFECT THE PRECISION OF SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL SYSTEM IN LOAD SENSING HYDRAULIC BENDING MACHINE

When setting the opening of each throttle valve of the two loops as 3mm, it reaches the changing curve of load in the two loops as in figure 16. It sets the sampling time as 0.01s, running simulating time as 5s.

1) The affects of the system leakage

Take the leakage of the two hydraulic cylinder as 0.095L/min/bar, 0.0 L/min/bar, then the displacement changing curve of the two hydraulic cylinders and the difference of the displacement variation between the two hydraulic cylinders can be shown in figure 17 and figure 18.

As shown in figure 18, with the increase of the pressure, the leakage adds too. Even the technical parameters of the two hydraulic cylinders and hydraulic loop are the same, it can not guarantee identical leakage of the two loops. After a long term operation of the system, the function of each component changes a lot, and its leakage is hard to control.

2) Affects of Pipe Resistance

Take the diameter of one oil tube as 25mm, and another one as 15mm, 25mm,35mm, 45mm, then simulate it, difference of displacement changing curve of the two hydraulic cylinders is shown in figure 19.

As shown in figure 19 and figure 20, length and diameter of oil tube can create resistance to the flow of liquid, liquid
will be affected by one-way resistance in the procedure of homogeneous flow and local resistance in the inlet and outlet of pipeline and pipe bend. As different oil tube length, diameter and bending will meet different resistance, which will affect its running speed to generate synchronous error.

3) Affects of Gas Content in Hydraulic oil

Take gas content in hydraulic oil as 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5%, 0.7%, then simulate it to gain the difference of displacement changing curve of two hydraulic cylinder, as shown in figure 21.

As shown in figure 21, the higher the gas content in hydraulic oil, the bigger the synchronous error is. The air in hydraulic oil can be divided into two kinds: entrapped air and dissolved air. When the pressure increases, dissolved air in hydraulic oil increases; when the pressure decreases, the entrapped air in hydraulic oil increases. Air in hydraulic oil will change the compression rate, affect its running speed and displacement to cause synchronous error.

4) Affects of Mixed Impurity in Hydraulic Oil

When there are mixed impurities in hydraulic oil, it will change the flow in the loop and give rise to different running movement velocities in different loops to cause synchronous error. Besides mixed impurity affects the compression, heat conduction and lubrication of hydraulic oil.

5) Affects of Pressure Surge

Change of pressure difference in orifice and pump outlet pressure will affect system synchronization. Pressure surge will cause fluctuation, noise and flow surge to reduce the precision of system synchronization.

6) Affects of Oil Temperature

Take system’s temperature as 5°C, 50°C, 75°C, then simulate it to achieve difference of displacement changing curve of the two hydraulic cylinders, as shown in figure 22.

As shown in figure 22, when the temperature is not too high, it shows little affection to synchronization. With the operation increases, temperature will add, oil’s viscosity reduces and leakage of the system increases, which will cause precision of synchronous control.

V. PID Control To Load Sensing Hydraulic Bending Machine Synchronization Control

As affected by different leakage, resistance in each loop and air content in hydraulic oil, it reduces precision of synchronous control. The system adopts pressure compensation technique to improve its precision of synchronous control, using displacement sensor of high precision to test each cylinder displacement and compare its difference. It employs control algorithm, adjusting its opening of proportional valve to achieve synchronous control. We adopt PID master slave control method to adjust the system, as shown in figure 23.

PID controller is a control method, which is widely used in process control [5]. Setting of PID controller parameter refers to some related references [6]. The final result is \( P = 6.6, I = 47, D = 0.011 \).

Take leakage of the two loops as 0.095L/min/bar, 0.1L/min/bar, load pressure as 20KN, 30KN, give a value-added of 0.1 step function, take sampling time as 0.01s, running simulation time as 5s under executive mode. Simulation results are shown in figure 24 and figure 25.

Figure 24: Difference of displacement changing curve of two-cylinders; Figure 25: Difference of displacement changing curve of two-cylinders’ drawing of partial enlargement.
As shown in figure 24 and figure 25, two orifices are wholly open in the beginning phase, two-cylinders synchronous error reaches its maximum in 0.85s with different discharges of two-cylinders. It uses 0.12s for two-cylinders synchronous error to reduce its maximum difference to zero, which can meet engineering requirements within $\pm 0.1 \times 10^{-9}$ mm after stabilization.

VI. CONCLUSION

Load sensing hydraulic bending machine synchronous control adopts load sensing and pressure compensation technology to increase its efficiency by matching its needed pressure and pumping source pressure flow, also each looping flow in the system will not be affected by the changing load, then using PID control to effectively realize the synchronization of unsymmetrical cylinder.
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